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Subject: Re: When can I see them?

Body:

Kevin and I are both available on either the 12th or the 13th.  We had lunch with Brian today, who had to 

suffer through the picture viewing, and he said he would like to come along next week and see you, too.  YOU 

should decide which day, because we are all pretty flexible.I guess I didn't realize that Oscar was coming back 

from Israel so soon -- it seems like it has only been about 10 minutes since he left to go there and you were 

sad that he wouldn't be back for awhile.  Are our whole lives going to fly by this fast?  Alaska sounds fun.  

What is your itinerary?I appreciate that you waited until today to mention running -- I don't know if you'll be 

horrified or proud when I divulge my mileage for the last three weeks, but here it is:  July 14-20:  		6 milesJuly 

21-27:  		21 milesJuly 28-August 3: 	8.5 miles(The only reason I ran 21 miles the second week was because 

we were on a beautiful beachy, mountainous island and we didn't have a car, so I made Jon run with me all 

around.)  Anyway -- I ran 9 miles last night and lifted my weights so that I could get myself back on track.  Ugh.  

Resting is nice, but running hurts less when I do it every day.  Kevin brought in some excellent pictures of 

Grace today.  Some are candid shots of Grace at home, which are excellent, but there are some of Grace with 

95 year old Grandma at her birthday party, and those are even better!  You'll love seeing them! So, I guess 

you've heard all about the personnel changes at work -- Joan and Ron in their own offices, Eileen promoted 

and in her own office, Eric leaving, and new folks starting?  If not, let me know and I will fill you in.  The Board 

is here today, but I haven't seen them much.  Not quite as little as Tammi and Dennis used to see them, but 

close.  On the Bob front, I'm a little worried that Huang Su (spelling?) is beginning to disengage herself from 

the relationship.  I talked to him for a long time yesterday about a telephone conversation he had with her 

over the weekend and she told him she "needs time to think."  Having never heard that phrase uttered before 

a positive change in a relationship, I am hoping that it means something different in Korea.  He is bummed out.  

Maybe you already know all of this, but I figure I'll tell you stuff, too.I hope that Carolyn's job is still going along 

swimmingly.  Any hope of opening the Phoenix office of her association soon?  Have you thought any more 

about your job plans?  Dog plans?  (woof!)To:	Lauracc:	 From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	08/05/97 

02:10:32 PMSubject:	When can I see them?The pictures, that is!  I can't wait!  You and Kevin should decide 

when it's convenient for me to come in, and I'll plan accordingly.The Vonnegut thing was great!  Many a pearl 

of wisdom buried within!  I am saving it for Oscar, who I think will really appreciate it  (I will see him shortly, 

since we are all off to Alaska at the end of this month...).  "Summer in the city" in Phoenix is not really so bad 

(as long as you don't have to work outside when you don't want to):  I am surviving it without too much 

trouble.  I run in the morning, hopefully before it breaks the 100F mark, and just go slow.  Assuming one takes 
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